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S U G G E S T E D   M A T E R I A L ’ S   LIST 
 

** You will need these supplies for the first day. Also bring what you have. I have some extra supplies.  
It is not necessary to buy a lot of expensive materials. 

WATERCOLOR BRUSHES  
Simply Simmons synthetic; or equivalent: (This is a very good, inexpensive brush. Don’t buy them in paks.)  
** Size 6 or 8 round, short handle  
Size 2 or 3 round, short handle (optional)  
Size 12 round, short handle (optional)  
Size 3 mop brush—Winsor Newton is the one I like and I get it online (optional) 

PIGMENTS  
**Box of Prang watercolors (These watercolors are very good for getting started, but ditch the brush!)  
OR 
**Student grade small tubes of these colors: Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, white, black (Get colors that you 
LIKE as there are LOTS of shades of each color.) The student grade paints I like are Cotman, Grumbacher, Van Gogh. 

WATERCOLOR PAPER 
**Strathmore 11” x 15” or 12” x 12” pad (300 or 400 Series, 130 lb. or 140 lb., cold pressed or rough)  

OTHER SUPPLIES  
If you are using tube watercolors you will need a portable rectangular palette with a lid which has small wells for 
pigments and larger spaces for mixing  
**Container for water  
**Paper towels  
**Pencil (no. 3 or harder)  
**Eraser: Magic Rub  
**Gelly Roll Silver or gold glitter pen, or other color/s you like  
Drawing compass (Bring if you have one, or invest in a Staedtler or Alvin 702V—DO NOT BUY A CHEAP ONE! I have 
ones you can borrow until you can invest in a good one. I get the Alvin 702V online.) This is not needed for the Color/
Flower Class. 
Ruler 

OPTIONAL & FUN  
Pilot, Pentel or DecoColor felt pens in gold or silver—Fine (or extra fine) points—Fine points are easier to work  
Art box or tool box to carry your supplies  
Portfolio to keep your work protected  
Glitter glue, in colors you like.  
Mica watercolor in colors you like 
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